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Case Study
Health Plan Mixes Data Mining, 
Patient Interviews to Find Fraud 

Provider fraud is rare. And it’s difficult to uncover when the typical 
claim discrepancies are small and complicated. But with precision data 
mining technology that uncovers aberrant billing patterns, backed with tips 
from patients or whistleblowers, insurers and employers can build a case 
and reverse the damage caused by abusive or fraudulent claims.

Health Care Service Corp. (HCSC) of Chicago uses IBM’s FAMS 
(Fraud and Abuse Management System (https://www-304.ibm.com/busi-
nesscenter) and SAS Enterprise Miner (http://www.sas.com/technologies/
analytics/datamining/miner) to identify and then analyze billing patterns in 
cases of suspected fraud or billing errors. HCSC operates Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield plans covering 12.7 million lives in Illinois, Texas, New Mexico 
and Oklahoma.

“What FAMS does for us is provide us with the capability to do peer-
to-peer comparisons, and based on what we find in those comparisons, we 
can use other tools to drill down more in claims data,” says Sheri Farrar, 
executive director of HCSC’s Special Investigations Department.

See Fraud Discovery, p. 2
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Article Database on 
Thompson.com  
In addition to this semi-monthly 
newsletter, subscribers have instant access 
to a Web site that includes a detailed 
database of articles on strategies to reduce 
health care costs. 
Log in using the following account 
information on www.thompson.com:  
Login: reducecosts    Password: 30daytrial.
Click on “Reducing Healthcare Costs” 
in your product dashboard. You can find 
our article database in different categories 
like data analysis, fees and contracts, plan 
design, benefit management, recovering 
funds and legal constraints.

New Resource From 
Thompson Publishing
A new handbook enables you to improve 
your bottom line: Wellness Programs: 
Employer Strategies and ROI. Call 1-800-
677-3789.

Employee Benefits Series

MHPA Realignment Will Cost  
Business $100 Million in Year One

Employer plans will have to spend $100 million in 2010 to change plan 
designs to comply with federal mental health parity rules, the government 
estimates. Of that, $40 million will be spent unifying deductibles, copays and 
limitations, one of the rule’s main new requirements. 

Ongoing compliance over the next 10 years will cost businesses another 
$100 million, say the U.S. departments that penned the rule: Labor, Trea-
sury and Health and Human Services. 

Group health plans may not impose separate deductibles or limitations 
for mental health and medical coverage, under the new rules. Plans that 
had separate deductibles and limits must start counting all covered medi-
cal, surgical, mental health and substance abuse claims against unified de-
ductibles and limits, in categories such as inpatient and outpatient. 
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Employers May Be Able to Save Thousands  
By Evaluating Drug-management Charges

If you haven’t looked at your health plan’s pharmacy 
benefit manager (PBM) charges lately, you’re probably 
paying too much. As medical costs rise, pharmacy ex-
penditures could be low-hanging fruit for cost cutting.

For example, the 5,000-employee Manatee School 
District in Bradenton, Fla., saved $470,000 in drug ex-
penses after a thorough review of its PBM spending. 
It did that after hiring a pharmacy benefit attorney and 
renegotiating its contract with a large PBM, says Forrest 
Branscomb, Manatee’s director of risk management.

The first step to achieving this kind of cost savings 
is to use data mining software to capture pharmacy 
expenses.

“Data mining software shows you on a daily basis ex-
actly what you’re spending and for what,” he says. “You 
can get that information from your PBM, but it’ll be in 
the format that they want to show you, and it might not 
be timely.”

The quickest way to save money is to identify high 
mark-ups on generic drugs. Branscomb hired a consultant 
who analyzed the district’s drug spending and showed 
him how the PBM was charging the district far more for 
some generic drugs than what an employee would pay 
out of pocket at a discount retailer like Wal-Mart,  
Costco’s, Kmart, Target, or even some grocery store 
chains.

See PBM Vigilance, p. 7

Increase Generic Drug Utilization to Lower Costs
Savvy employers can take steps to reduce the use of brand name medications when a generic is available, such as: 

1) Ensure that plan design and formularies favor generic drug use. Ask for reports of prescription drug use by 
your plan members to see if you (or they) can pinpoint areas where transitioning to generics would have significant 
impact on your costs. You may also want to ask for an analysis of drug utilization trends based on your industry or 
geography to see if that sheds light on generic use, suggests Richard Rubino, Senior VP for Finance and CFO of 
Medco in Franklin Lakes, N.J. “A plan design can be changed, even mid-contract,” he points out.

2) Make sure that copayments for generic drugs are significantly less than brand-name equivalents. “There 
should be a meaningful financial incentive between generic and brand name,” says Rubino. He suggests that 
copayments for: (1) generics be between $5 and $10; (2) preferred brand-name drugs be $25 to $50; and (3) non-
formulary brand-name drugs be even higher.

3) Inform employees and their dependents that generic versions are available. Spread the word, via newsletter 
or other communication, that particular medications are going generic, and that filling prescriptions with generics 
can save them a lot of money. Make it clear that generics work like the brand name drug, and must meet the same 
quality and safety standards, says Ritu Malhota, PharmD, with the Segal Company in Chicago. “This kind of ‘Buy 
Generic’ campaign is a win-win for both employers and employees,” she notes. Your plan welcome kits should also 
contain this information, notes Rubino. In this vein, plans and insurers have been suggesting switching people from 
Lipitor (still on patent) to simvastatin (a generic statin sold exclusively as Zocor until 2007). 

4) Consider waiving copayments for generics for a short period. For instance, you may waive copayments for 
generics for three to six months to incentivize patients to try the drug. “This is especially effective for those [taking 
maintenance drugs to treat] chronic conditions,” says Malhota.  

5) Encourage generics for the newly diagnosed. Some health and self-insured plans have added “preferred drug 
step therapy” to their programs. When a patient is diagnosed with a new illness and put on a new medication, the 
patient starts with a generic version, assuming that one is available. If that medication is not effective, the brand 
name drug in the plan formulary is tried next. If that doesn’t work, the drug is stepped up again to a brand name 
not in the formulary. “So at least the starting point is the generic. And most patients stay there,” says Rubino.

6) Remind employees to ask their physicians if generic drugs are available for their prescriptions. Some people 
are wary about questioning their physicians, but they shouldn’t be. “Don’t just let a doctor write a prescription for a 
brand name drug if a generic is available,” says Rubino. “Doctors are receptive to generic drugs, even though they 
get bombarded by brand name ads.”  
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For example, the PBM charges included a $180 
charge for 90 days of a generic statin drug. The em-
ployee paid a $20 copay for the drug when it was filled, 
says Dan Ross, president of Med-Vision LLC of Tampa. 
Ross worked with Branscomb on identifying some of the 
easier ways to save health care costs.

“That same drug costs $10 at Wal-Mart for a 90-day 
supply,” Ross says. “It’s incredible!”

In such cases, employers should attempt to renegoti-
ate with the PBM. To do so, Manatee hired an attorney 
who understood the complex language and terms of 
PBM contracts, Branscomb says.

“You have to rely on experts because there are a lot of 
dollars out there that you can save,” he adds.

Although PBMs are resistant to renegotiating, the dis-
trict was able to convince its PBM to adjust the percent-
ages and redefine definitions for the remaining time on 
the contract, Branscomb notes.

Manatee likely will save even more in drug costs 
when the district’s current PBM contract comes up for 
renewal. The plan’s going to demand transparency on a 
variety of levels. 

“We want to know where all the money is going, and 
you have to craft your contract to be very specific about 
that,” Branscomb says.

An expert attorney will assist the employer with 
writing a proposed contract for potential PBMs. The 
proposed contract will ask for transparency in fees and 
expenses, and the district would select the PBM that sat-
isfies their contractual requirements, he adds.

Cutting the mark-up on generic drugs is one strategy, 
but employers can use others.

Employer Starts Own PBM
For instance, another common issue is that PBMs 

often have contracts with drug companies where they re-
ceive rebates for including particular brand-name drugs 

on their formulary, explains Robert Carta, assistant vice 
president of the division of pharmacy services at Carolinas 
HealthCare System in Charlotte, N.C.

As a large health care system with in-house pharmacy 
expertise, Carolinas HealthCare was able to take the 
unusual move of starting its own PBM for the system’s 
30,000 health plan members. By taking over the drug 
costs, the health system was able to save $2.4 million 
within three years, Carta says.

Not only did the health system’s PBM eliminate the 
hidden cost of rebates and the huge mark-ups on generic 
drugs, but it was able to steer plan members toward 
cheaper generic drugs by making these available with no 
copay.

“If I put Lipitor on the formulary, it might cost us  
$3 a tablet when another statin is 2 cents a tablet,” Carta 
says. “Other PBMs might put Lipitor on the formulary 
because they get a $2 rebate, but to us that’s still being 
charged 98 cents more per tablet.”

Ross recommends that smaller, fully insured employ-
ers use a similar strategy to reduce their drug costs: 
“We’d tell employees to go to Wal-Mart and buy the ge-
neric drugs, and then we’d pay them cash for the costs,” 
Ross says. “Even if you’re fully insured, this is hugely 
worth it.”

The discrepancy between actual drug costs and what 
the typical PBM charges is a common problem for em-
ployers. And it’s the reason why increasing numbers of 
employers and others are asking for transparency in their 
interactions with PBMs.

Rebate Transparency
For instance, First Service Administrators, Inc. 

(FSAI) of Lakeland, Fla., requires PBM contracts to be 
transparent with 100 percent of drug rebates going back 
to clients, says Kathleen Sullivan, RD, executive vice 
president of business solutions. FSAI is a health care 
benefits administrator for employers.

“There’s incredible abuse in mail-order programs, and 
that’s where they’re getting 50 percent of their profits,” 
Sullivan says. “Employers don’t see how these gross 
profits are driving a majority of their costs.” The first 
thing FSAI looks at when trying to cut an employer cli-
ent’s costs is drug costs, she adds. “It’s the biggest op-
portunity for saving money right away,” Sullivan says.

Employers regardless of size can cut their drug costs 
if they take time to learn more about how the PBM sys-
tem works, Ross notes. “There are some really progres-
sive employers who are using data to make sure they’re 
getting exactly what they need and that they have no 
over-charges in pharmacy contracts,” he adds. 

PBM Vigilance (continued from p. 6)

The discrepancy between actual drug 
costs and what the typical PBM charges 
is a common problem for employers. And 
it’s the reason why increasing numbers 
of employers and others are asking for 
transparency in their interactions with 
PBMs.


